My protect of Joy

By Your Name: Journee D.
3 facts of Joy

1. Joy's name.
   Joy Scruggs

2. Joy's age
   9 years old

3. Born in
   Texas
What is joy trying to change in life.

She wants people to stop putting cigarettes on the floor. It makes our world dirty and dirty by day.
### 3 things you can do to help.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 way to help is to.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>You can help by throwing the cigarettes in the trash.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hopefully this teaches and not put cigarettes on the floor.

putting cigarettes with a floor can be really dangerous because it could catch on fire.
Our Skin color

by:Troy Rich
This is me and you can see the color of my skin.
This is saile and you can see how her skin is.
This is both of our hands to see the difference.
This is both of our hands closer up and you can see the difference between both of our hands and just because of that, we don’t need to be treated different because of that.
My photojournalism project
By: Hailey Garduno
By: Honor Johnson
This is Honor Johnson she is from Texas.
People like to draw on the wall.
People do not know how hard it is to clean it off.
Why do people do this.
People like drawing but not on school stuff.
Why do people do this.
Journee wants to stop bathroom pollution

By kharynten oliver
Journee is from Kansas City and is 9 years old and wants to stop bathroom pollution.
Why dose journee want to help with bathroom pollution

She wants to help with bathroom pollution becus she says it always stinks and people destroy the soap bags and put soap on the ground. She also says becus people write on stalls so to help she piked up all the paper in the stalls.
All about bathroom pollution

She says bathroom pollution is gross because people put bottles in stalls and do not flush and write on walls so she tried to clean the walls also bathroom pollution is dirty restrooms that are not clean.
All about the bathroom pollution number 2

Journee started to help clean bathrooms to help with the pollution first she cleaned up soap in her house on the floor to help.
More bathroom pollution

She says the bathrooms should be cleaned and people should stop bathroom pollution and you should also wash your hands and keep restrooms clean.
About My brothers life

By Rachana Hudspeth
My brothers name and age.

My brothers name is Jamarion Washington and his age is 14. And he has been going threw alot. He has gotten taller then my mom and he is growing a mustache and he looks so funny.
Jamarion interest in things and why.

Jamarion’s interest is playing video games. He likes playing video games because he gets to talk to his friends and he also gets to play his vr head set with his friends. It’s like virtual reality and sometimes we play together. it is very very fun.
What Jamarion used to be interested in.

Jamarion used to be interested in drawing and it was so good I loved it but he stopped and started to play video games so he became a gamer. At first he was really bad but now he is like not bad he like super good.
Jamarion’s Dread Locks.

Jamarion wanted dread locks so he got them. Our mom changed his routine and now he has to wash his hair in the shower every 2 or 3 weeks. It’s been very easy for my brother but right now they look very like tangled, stuck in the hair that is growing out of his dread locks.
Getting to know my good friend.

In this project I will be interviewing my friend to find out some cool things about him in this I will be asking him questions and he will be answering them.
Getting to know him.

The kid i’m interviewing is Demian Ramon Escobedo and he is ten years old and is pretty smart.

His favorite color is green

He has been my friend since the beginning of fourth grade.

His favourite food is tamales.
Things that he enjoys doing during freetime.

Some things he enjoys playing and doing are playing games and outdoor games.

Like playing street fighter, roblox, and gba website.

Other things he enjoys doing is using a jump rope and playing with his dogs.
Something he’s passionate about.

Something Demian is passionate about is being a mechanic. Because he wants to grow up and one day help his dad with being a mechanic.
Something Demian wants to change about the community is the trash. He wants to change this because people that are messy and lazy don’t like to clean or take time to take care of our earth and don’t realize what they do is not a good idea.
MY PHOTO PROJECT

BY Cherlyn Cordoba-Velazquez
By Daniela rojas Velazquez
This is important to me because
The garbage destroys the earth.
This pollute the environment and affects the earth
And environment.
It affect all the human being and let the earth be safe.
We don’t see it at the moment put it will be reflected in the future.